FOUR KINDS OF EQUALITY

u MAIN TASK here will be to distinguish, not four doctrines of
equality, but four sorts of doctrine, the first constituting
contentions about what actually is the case, the other three
prescribing what ideally ought to be. But in bringing out the connections and, more important, eke lack of connections between
these four sorts of egalitarianism I shall also indicate where there is
a promise of support for, or a threat to, liberty.
B;QUALTTY IN POT EN TI.^.

The first of these four refers usually to potentialities, which are
then said or assumed to be the same, or at any rate equal, in xhe
beginning. But, particularly in interpreting material presented by
professing social scientists, we need to notice that there are parallel
doctrines about the equality of all cultures or subcultures, and
especially about the equal adequacy of all languages or dialects.'
In earlier days the typical claim was that a14 individual human beings start with equal potentialities, although, t s be fair, we also need
to notice that most spokespersons have been willing, if not always
eager, to concede the existence of relatively minute minorities of
both the quite exceptionally handicapped and the extraordinarily
well-endowed. In seeking a specimen of the typical claim, incautiously unqualified, there is no call to hark back so far as the
France of the later 1700s. For it appears that-in those not so distant days when you could have your Model T in any color you
Biked, just so long as black was your beautiful-the Encyclopaedia
of the Social Sciences laid it on the line: "at birth human infants,
regardless of heredity, are as equal as F ~ r d s . " ~
In our own later, more sociologically minded and collectivist
times, it is common to assert, or rather to assume: not a person-foperson equality between individuals, but an average equality between groups. Indeed, it appears lo be among professing social
scientists the established norm, not the deviant exception, to offer
evidence of average differences in the achievement of the offspring
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of various social and racial cIasses as by itself sufficient to show
corresponding inequalities of average spp*srtun~t~~-a
form of
argument that quietly takes for granted the absence between
members and the offspring of members of the classes thus compared of any relevant antecedent average differences, whether
purely genetic or partly or wholly conditioned by the previous environment. Insofar as this assumption is completely general, made
about absolutely any classes (quite regardless of the criteria by
which their membership is to be specified) then, it should be immediately obvious, it necessarily requires, or collapses into, the
original contention that all the individuals concerned are in all reievant aspects themselves equal one to another.
As an example of the assertion of a would-be factual average
equality, consider what the U.S, Department of Labor made so
bold as to rule in 1965: "htelligence potential is distributed among
Negro infants in the same proportion and pattern as among
Icelanders or Chirlese, or any other groups. . . .There is absoiurely
n o question of any genetic differential." For the same sort of
equality-not staled, but assumed to obtain between socially as opposed to racially stipulated c!asses-take the folfowing much too
quick movement of thought. It is one that became wearisolnely
familiar in Britain during the lase great crusade ~o destroy, ar least
within the public system, all grammar (selective) as opposed to
comprehensive (neighborhood) schools. With rasping indignation
we were first told that, for instance, in 1973, 59 percent of the
children in grammar schools came from "white-c011ar'~ homes,
although children from such homes constituted only 38 percent of
the relevant population cohorts, or that in the period 4968-69 only
28 percent of university students were sons or daughters of manual
workers, whereas 60 percent of the working population in that year
were manually employed. Confronted with figures of this kind we
were expected to conclude, forthwith and without any further
reason given, that such findings ""Pghtly brought into doubt the
18-plus examination and the tripartite education system. . .which
results from it,"3
Let us here discount the obvious trades union, job-protection interest that professional social scientists are bound to have in maximizing the scope and importance of environmental as against
genetic determination: I have already had my say about this elseWe can certainly say now that the chief reason for insisting,
in t h e teeth of evidence, that there actually is some general equality
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of potentiality, is the belief that this is necessarily presupposed by
cherished prescriptions for what ideally ought to be. There are even
those, including some paid to know better, who appear to construe
the claim "that a11 men are created equal9' in the Declaration of Tndependence, as not merely presupposing but directly constituting
the contention that ""a birth human infants, regardless of heredity,
are as equal as Fords." A second glance at the text reveals that Mr.
Jefferson, not unaware of his own egregious talents, glossed this
crucial clause as a claim not of fact but of right: "that they are endowed. . .with certain unalienable rights."
This is not, I trust, an occasion when it has to be argued yet again
that Hume's Law is, because necessarily true, true-that is, that no
purely ~ e u t r a and
l
detached description of what it is supposed actually is the case can by itself entail any committed prescription of
what ideally ought to be. It is nevertheless relevant lo point out here
that this principle-so offensive, it seems, to many of our contemporary radicals-generates one of the "Lo independently decisive
reasons why immoral ccsi~clusionsabout the propriety s f giving advantages or disadvantages to individuals upon grounds of racial
group membership cannot validly be deduced from premises slating
only that certain racial groups are on average in their natural endowments either superior or inferior to other racial groups. (The
second independent!^ decisive reason is that nothing whatever
about the particular characteristics of any one particular member
of any group follows f s ~ m
any general statement about the average
of that group: you may be either a dwarf or a giant or neither and
yet still happen to beelong to some group that is on average either
very tall or very short or neither.)
Hume's Law, however, covers only logical presupposition,
logical incompatibi2ity, and entailment. It still leaves open the
possibilities of both weaker cownectio~tsand more tractable conflicts. Far instance: aBthough there would be no contradiction in
believing in the enormous importance of political liberty while still
conceding to B. F, Skinner that by nature we are all the creatures of
largely impersonal external forces, your position could not but be
eancoaaafortable. Again, there is no formal contradiction between
this comnaitment to the value of political liberty and an admission
that sat birth all human beings are substantially identical. Nevertheless, the fact, if it were a fact, could scarcely fail to rob that ideal of
much of its charm.
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The first of our three different ideals of equality is often seen as a
secularized version of something thought to be common to all the
three main traditions of Mosaic theism: the doctrine that all souls
are s f equal value in the eyes of God. It was this democratic equality that was, very rightly, being demanded and conceded when in
I964 the U.S. Supreme Court struck down a sentence for contempt
against Mary Hamilton, a black. She had refused to answer the
public prosecutor of Alabama when he called her Mary and not, as
he would have had she been white, Miss Hamiiton.'
The general principle of which this was one particular application is best apprcached through Kant on ""The Formula of the End
in Itself." After taking ""rational nati:reM--or, as we should be
more likely to say, personality-as ""ssmething whose existence has
in ibei'f an absolute value," his Categorical Imperative becomes:
"Act h such a way rhnl you always treat h u m m i f * ~whether
,
in
your own person or in the person of any other, never simpby as &I
means, hut always at the same rime as an e n d H 6
We cannot, of course, accept Kant9s formulations. Yet they do
have a large part of the heart of the matter in them. One sufficient
reason why they cannot be accepted as they stand was urged by an
early, admiring critic. It is, strictly, incoherent to speak of ""eaaeis in
tBaemsela7es.'' There can no more be "ends in "remselves9' unrelated
to the person whose ends they are than there can be sisters in themselves, unrelated to any siblings of *ahomthey are the sisters.? But it
remains that Kant was seized of the crucial importance of tile facts:
that we are a!) able to, and caa~notbut, form ends for ourselves and
that, in giving to ourselves or to others our reasons for acting thus
but not thus, we are, however irrational those reasons, rational
kings.
From those surely defining truths about our human nature,
nothing can be immediately deduced about how such creatures as
we ought to treat one another, However, to borrow another characteristic concept from #ant, "as legislating members of the
Kingdom of Ends," we ourselves can lay it down than all such rational agents are to be respected in their pursuit of their own chosen
ends, or, in favorite words of a much more recent generation, their
doings of their own things. Indeed, and the true heart of the matter, we cannot avoid making this universal and a quasi-legislative
claim if we once say or assume that, being such agents, we onrse?ves
possess these moral rights,"
- - -

T n e secret is that the notion of reciprocity is essential to that of a
moral if not of a legal right. So, if people are implicitly or explicitly
to presuppose that they themselves, when they are doing no harm
to others, are not merely able but entitled to act without interference, then it f o l l o ~ necessariiy
~s
from this, their own presupposition, that all other similar agents must possess these same
"'normative resour~es."~Wherever 1 claim that 1 have a moral
right-indicating, as 1 must, the ground of that claim-there I
necessarily allow, by ?ha%token, to everyone else who satisfies the
same condition that same moral right.1°
The notion of equality here enters essentiaily, because no one can
consistently claim such universal human rights for hirnseHf except
insofar as he at the same time concedes to others the same rights,
the same liberties. The content of such rights cannot but in consequence be the same for all, For the universal human righ'cs and
liberties of one person must end when, and only when, these would
conilict with another person's corresponding rights and liberties.
The 1945 Turkish constii;ution provides an agreeably unhackneyed
illustration: ""Every Turk is born free and lilies free. He has liberty
to do anything which does not harm other persons. The natural
right of the individual to liberty is limited only by the liberties enjoyed by his fellow citizens," The practice presents every kind of
problem. The principle is iuminous.
Our firs: ideal of equality, therefore, does not in any way
threaten iiberty, Instead, it imperatively requires the maxirnum,
equally for all. It also, surely, requires some minimum of what too
inany people nowadays simply and wrongly identify with libertydemocracy, It demands, that is to say, at least the permanent
possibility of in due season. voting the scoundrels out, which is, I
think, the substzntial cash value of talk of government by consent.
This demand is not based on any false and silly doctrine thatmajorities are always or usually right. Collections of potentiall.$ rational
agents can be in their decisions 3s prejudiced, ill-informed,
perverse, and-in a word---(actually) irrational as their individual
members! The point, rather, is precisely tFmt the decisions should
be their decisions. This just is what it is to respect people as
choosers and pursuers of their own ends, It was put, simply yet
magnificenl!y, by the russet-coated Colonel Rainborough during
the Putney Debates on the New Model Army: ""Really I think thzt
the poorest he that is in England hath a life to live as the greatest
he; and therefore truly, Sir, I think it is clear, that every man that is
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to live m d e r a government ought first by his own consent to put
himself under that government; and I do believe that the poorest
man in England is not at all bound to that government that he haeh
n o t had a voice to put himself under. " "
Besides some minimum of consent to government, the same ideal
clearly calls for limitations on what government does. Since the object is equal liberty for all, and the maximum for everyone, it cannot accept %hedoctrine of total popular sovereignty-that anything
akiad everflhing goes, provided only that it is supported by a majority. It was indeed a main part of the political wisdom of the makers
of the U.S, Constitution, dedicated as they were to this ideal, to be
almost obsessively aware of the danger that majorities in sovereign
assemblies will exploit and oppress minorities and will restrict their
1iberties.l2That is why they created, as American conservatives Iove
t o say, not a democracy but a republic, That is the reason for most
of the enkenchments, above all the entrenchment of the amendments known collectively as the Bill of Rights. It is also the reasm
why many in Britain who hold to the same ideal have recently
begun to debate the idea of writing the previously unwritten constitution or in some other way entrenching a similar Bill of Wights.
We speak, with feeling and reason, of the present sovereignty of the
House of Commons as elective despotism, adding perhaps thatthanks to an electoral system giving most llnequai value to the
various votes cast, especially those cast for third-party cand i d a t e s - ~ ~government since World War I%has come into office
with even the slimmest majority support in the previous general.
election.

EQUALITY
OF OPPORTUNITY
The second ideal of equality is always called equality of opportunity, although a far better description is ""fair and open competition for scarce ogsport~nities,"'~This is what was known to the
great French Revolution of 1789 as /a carriere ouverle CPMXfa!ents,
and for most of those revolutionaries ii was to be applied primarily,
if not perhaps exclusively, to public service appointments. The aim
of the exercise always was that the scarce opportunities in question-opportunities to command armies, to become civil servants,
or whatever else---should be awarded as prizes lo "she winners in a
fair and open competition-a competition, that is, Ecom which no
one is exduded on any irrelevant grounds and in which the
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organizers treat the contestants equally and without partisan prejudice. Thus, in Article iTIs f the Deciaration o f f h e Rights 5 f M m
and of fkre Citizen we read: ' T h e law.. .should be the same to
all. . .and all being equal in its sight, are equally eligible to aQP
honors, places and employments, according to their dij'ferent abilities, wibhoul' any ofher distinclioa than that created by 9hei.r virtue
opld talents" (emphasis added),
That proclamation should make it clear from the beginning that
giving a fair and equal chance to all competitors does not mean ensuring that in fact every competitor is as likely to succeed as every
other. Organizers are not by the ground rules of natural justice
bound either to offset by handicapping or otherwise to neutralize
every actual competitive edge making success in fact more likely or
even certain. Whereas every advantage can be argued to be, not
every advantage can be an unfair advantage. Nor will it do-notwithstanding that nowadays it is ail loo often done-to construe
"'treating aIi potentiai contestants equally9' as ""making their actual
chances of success equal. "
It is a paradoxical trurh that the fact that the probabilities of winning are for this lot many times those for that lot, is no proof at a19
that either had, in the appropriate sense, less than an equal chance.
Indeed, if any confrontation is so arranged that all possible alternative outcomes are equiprobable, then what we have must be
either a lottery or some other game of chance. In a perfect compehition, the winners necessarily have to be the best performers. And,
were the outcome in any such perfect competition to turn out to be
a dead heat between all the participants, then that would make it
impotent t o determine the allocation of scarce opportunities-or,
indeed, of scarce anything else.
These fundamental points once taken, it becomes obvious that
there can be no purchase for the application of this second ideal of
equality save where there are among the potential contestants some
actual inequalities-act4 inequalities that are also allowed to be
both relevant and legitimate. This observation cannot, of course,
be made to yield any conclusions about which in particular may
and whish may not be admitted as Legitimate or relevant. Yet, it
does throw a somewhat sick light on one favorite move in. a muchcommended article by Bernard Williams. For ' T h e Idea of Equality" contends ""eat a system of allocation wili fall short of equality
of opportunity if the allocation of the good in question in fact
works out unequally os disproporlionatefgi between different sec-
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tions of society; if the unsuccessful sections are under a disadvantage which could be removed by further reform or social a ~ t i o n . " ' ~
Against the first clause quoted, before the proviso, a single,
short, sharp word s f objection is at this stage sufficient. It is that
the distinction between opportunity and outcome has been collapsed, even by a philosopher, in a manner yet more gross and
scandaBous. 'Surely, ' " that even more scandalous argument went,
""we could always define Yea1 chance9 in such a way that if two
members of a society have the same real chance to achieve equality
of economic welfare, then their actual economic welfare level will
be the same."" Yes indeed, we cannot but agree, nothing easier;
nor more arbitrary; nor more obscurantist.
The fresh interest in this Williams contention lies for us in the
proviso: "if the unsnccessfud sections are under a disadvantage
which could be removed by further reform and social action."
Without exception, every feature that in fact differentiates one
identifiable human being from another must in principje, if nor
yet-or ever-in practice, be alterable. Whatever is in fact determined by the environment theoretically could be altered by changing rhat, "8ith appropriate alterations, the same applies to genetic
constitutiocs and to their results. Science fiction can easily imagine
a society in which all the babies come iden",cai, as products of cloning, H"6s a situation that, as has been remarked previously, too
many professing social scientists and practicing socia! engineers are
inclined to assume obtains already. As for an identity of upbringing, visionaries from Plato onward have dreamed? or had nightmares, of a world in which all (or a: least all. members of one special
caste) would immediately from birth be raised in one single
uniform environment.
Williams himself proceeds: ""I these circumstances, where
evergrihing about a person is controllab%e,equality of opportunity
a n d absolute equality seems to coincide; and this itself illustrates
something about the notion s f equality of ~ g p o r t u n i t y . " ' ~Gertainly, after the semicolon, the final statement is true. Yet what the
specu!ation illustrates is, not the ultimate coincidence of equality of
opportunity with absoBule equality (otherwise, equality of outcome
css equality of condition), but the truth of what was being urged
earlier about the purchase needed for any application of our second
ideal-tlsat there have to be actual competitive edges not put down
as unfair.
If these are to be scarce opportunities, and if these are to go to
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the winners of co~1;petitionas~
then some competitors have to enjoy
competitive advantages and some fnme to suffer competitive disadvantages; furthermore, some of these advantages and disahantages have to be aulhenticajly and legitimately theirs. So the truth is
not that these two ideals must in the end coincide but that they are,
on the contrary, ultimately incompatible. This is so because, insofar as the outcomes are to be made the same for all regardless,
there can be not only no incentive to compete but no scarce opportmities for which to struggle. The hypothesis requires that the attractions of anything that is inherently and incorrigibly scarce must
be artificially offset by corresponding repulsions. Otherwise, there
will emerge or remain that most obvious and infamous of evils, inequality,
The extent of the threat to liberty from this second ideal of
equality depends both upon the stage or stages in the human Bifecycie atmhich the various recommended compe"ciions for scarce
o3portunities are to be held and upon avhich possible compet~tlve
advantages it i 4 proposed to nullify or prevent "by further reform
or social action." Such recommendations and proposals have In
fact covered almost all the possibilities between two extremes. Suppose, at one end of the scale, that it is proposed, in a tionsocialist
countrys that all but only public appointments must by Haw be filled
by open and general compe"sitow--without any restricting of candidacies to hose of some particular parentage, race, or region.
Supp,ase, too, that the actual competitors, who will (except in the
case of competitio~nsfor educational opportunities) presumably be
at least into their teens if not fully adult, troop up to the start-line.
Suppose, finally, that every capacity or incapacity, every disposition or indisposieion, thatcould in fact further or impede their eandidacies is allowed to be legitimately theirs: allowed to be, that is, a
part or consequence of '"their different abilities. . .created by their
virtue m d talents." Thew 1 can see no threat here to the liberties
desnanded by the first ideal of equality. Tc these understandings, at
any rate, there is no inconsistency between the first and the second
elements in the triune motto of the successive French republics,
But, if we were to follow Williams to the opposite end of the
scale, it would be an altogether different story. For, proceeding
from the first passage quoted, he goes on to argue ""tat one is not
really offering equality sf opporouwity to Srnltk and Jones if one
colatents oneself with applying the same criteria to Smith as afected by f~qourableconditions and to Jones as affected by un-
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favourable but curable conditi~ns."" So, Williams infers, curable
competitive disadvantages-ad presumabiy, by the same token,
removable advantages-do not truly characterize or legitimately
belong to those actual or potential competitors lo whom
they-what shall we say?-apply. He therefore delivers an Olympian ruling: ""Their identity, for these purposes, does not include
their curable environment, which is itself unequal and a contributor
of inequality.', Next, referring to his own stunningly high-handed
proceedings, he comments: ""This abstraction of persons in
themselves from unequal environments is a way if not s f regarding
them as equal, at least of moving recognizably in that direction."'"
It is only after extending this approach, zs consistency demands,
to cover also alterable genetic constitutions that Williams begins lo
display a slight anxiety about the presuppositions thus revealed:
""Here we might think that our notion of personal identity itself
was beginning to give way; we might well wonder who were the
people whose advantages were being discussed in rhis w a y . . . .if
one reached this stage of affairs, the individuals would be regarded
as in a11 respects equal En themselves-for in thenanselves they would
be, as is: were, pare subjects a r bearers of predicates, everything
about them, including their genetic inheritance, being regarded as a
fortuitous and changeable charac~eristic."'~
I cannot afford to say much more here about this view of the
nature of man, 1 am, however, the less reluctant to refrain since H
have pursued the topic elsewhere-with
reference not only to
Williams but also to John Rwvis and Stuart H a m p ~ h i r e What
.~~
does have to be said is that some view of this sort is in one way or
another presupposed by all those who present as the supreme imperative of (social) justice the imposition of what Williams calls
""abssiute equality" and what we shall be distinguishing as the
third sf three fundamentally different ideals. Because, their argument has to sun, no individual human beings can be either entitled
t o or responsible for any of their differentiating characteristics,
there cannot then be any deserts or entitlements other than whatever necessarily equal rights can be g r o ~ ~ n d eind the essential and
defining characteristics of humanity.
VIe have seen already that to follow Williams to the end would be
t o eliminate all those competitive advantages or disadvantages that
alone make competition at all possible as a method of determining
the allocation of what is scarce. It remains only to emphasize what
t h e steps d o n g rhis road are steps toward: namely, both the aboli-

tion of the family as an institution for the production and upbringing of children, and the removal of all relevant choice in all the
periods up t i l the arrivai of the competitors at the start-lines, both
from parents and from their offspring. No doubt, this is aP! pretty
far removed from either Williams's present intentions or even those
of the enrages and ultras of his party, P.J'everhheless, the full
Williams program just is a program for a most total and, of course,
totalitarian "bansformalion. His specifications of perfect competitior, are. as we have argued, in any case incompatible with the occurrence of any actual compelition ah all. They also require that all
'"competitors" (shall we think of them, naughtily, as Cambridge
competitors?) be, if not in all respects, then at least in all relevant
respects, identical. Asad how is this to be achieved if not by first
producing every successive generation of monozygotic, same-sex
siblings, each from its single big-batch cIoning, and then insisting,
from the moment of perhaps not exactly birth, upoe; "Le most
-1
6__-:P
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comprehensix~eupbringing? In this, of course, there must be no
substantial options anywhere for anyone, lest the consequent
choizes, if they turned o ~ tot be made in different senses, give rise
to those most unspeakable and excruciating of evils, diversity and
inequality.
.--A
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The third of ocr three sorts of ideal was indlczted by Pdilliams In
speaking of ""rabsc%uteequalitgi." Since this demands that a41 goods
be distributed equally-all goods, that is, and not necessarily oa~ly
those that are in some narrow interpretation recognized as economic-it is better characterized as equality sf outcome or equality
s f result. iiaa the later stages of the great French Revolution, aspiratiom of this kind found their first major activist spokesman ic
G r a c c h s Babeuf, the inspirer and leader of The Conspiracy of the
E ~ u a F s . ~But
' today, notwithstanding that they appear to have
gripped many, if not most, of our political intellectua?~,it is
remarkable and perhaps significant that it is very rare to find such
systematicaily, Indeed, this
ideals rationalized and artic~~laled
remarkable fact is one excellent reason for suspecting thaurhis Procrustean and bureaucratic objective of an enforced e~ualityof csnditisn is not so much the disinterested dream of i~mdependentwellwishers of the human race as if is the main plarrk in tke justifying
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and uniting ideology of "the

new class"

of its would-be

At rhis point someone is likely to protest that 1 am erecting a
strawperson. No one, they will say, a.ctually advocates complete
equality, in all directions: scarcely anyone insists that there muse be
no incentive income differentials whatsoever (only, in real terms,
ever fewer and smaller!); while no one at all suggests seriously that
the law should enforce sexual equality in the news but immediately
inteiligible, second sense of ensurirag that everyone is to have as
much as everyone else, To this the reply is (and it is a reply that has
wider application) that the contention that equality is for you a
value, that you cherish i t as good in itself irrespective of consequences, is not refuted either by the fact that you are not committed to making people equal in every respect or by the fact that in
those respects where you do advocate more, you nevertheless
eschew complete equality.
Of these two objectjo;is the first maj, sho.d.i only eha: & is eq.Galitj;
in some certain directions that is for you the value. You might, for
Instance, in fact value equality In income or wealth, without your
also valuing equality in natural gifts, and in consequence ~ ~ r g i n g
that the better-endowed must be taxed in order to provide for the
compensation of the less genetically fortiina.te, So far the advocates
of such genetic inheritance taxes have in fact been few: most mentions of ideas of "this kind have occurred in satire. But note that
those who pick a.nd choose "?heir outcome egalitarianisms need to
lake a lot sf care to ensure thatthe rationale for their several inchsioes or excHusions includes and excludes all and only those dirnensions of outcome equality and inequality that they do themselves
wish to include or to exclude. B have myself yet to meet any such rationale making halfway plausible provision for the consisten",xcIus i m of a%iand only w h a m o s t of our present Procrusteans are (at
any rate so far) in fact proposing to exclude.
The second objection---that our alleged outcome egalitarians are
no8 ad~dscatinga complete and perfect equality-shows at most
that for them itis not an indefeasible or the sole good. i n that case,
the reason why they do not advocate it complete asad perfect wBE,
presumably, be that they expect always to have to make trade-offs
against some other value or values. Consider, for instance, a. statement in the final political testament of one widely regarded as the
very model of a modern social-democrat; ""the argument for more
equality is based not on any direct material gain to the pcos, but on

the claims sf natural and social justice. And the question is: do
these claims conflict with the need for incentives? 9 9 2 3 Or, again,
consider David Donnison's devout profession of devotion to
"equalizing policies" and his expression of revulsion against any
"inequalities of earnings": these, we were told, are "ioBerable to hian
onlyp if at ail, where required "to keep the economy moving.9524
Donnison, sometime second in command and later successor to
Richard Titmuss as professor of social administration at the London School of Economics, appointed to his presenr rather conspicuously unequal 64hilehall job by a Labor Minister of Health
and Social Security, had a coupBe of years earlier been picked by
one leading journal s f "the new class9' as the most suitabEe
spokespersun for its and his ideology of compulsory e q u a l i ~ a t i o n . ~ ~
It iss therefore, altogether wrong to say: ""Extremes are not
worth. discussing. Perfect equality is not conceivable, let alone
If talk about equality makes sense, then this aaataaiks
.-- - - ! . . - L a
- a
equajiiy, complete ai-*.^-uilqualirleu,
- -"'" is cuiacelvaore,
iwure to
the present practical point, wherever equality is a value but not the
sole value, extremes cannot but claim our attention. For it is
precisely the extremes that the trading off is trading off between.
A secend point to get straight is that equality is essentially
relative, No egalitarian can be, as such, concerned with anyone's
absolute position on any scale of anything, No one is cherishing
equality as a value save insofar as the fact that someone has or is
gcing to have something is for them a reason, perhaps She reason,
why someone else should have either "Le same or some equivalent-and this regardless of where any oh the parties involved either are or
will be on any absolute scale. To want someone or everyone either
to attain or to be given some specified minimum, or to be in general
concerned for the raising of minima, is by no means essentially and
necessarily egalitarian. Egalitarianism begins when and only when
the aim is to diminish or, we hope, to collapse the gaps between
aboves and belows, Ir is indeed this defining involvement with the
relativities rather thabi (or even at the expeme of) the absolutes of
value that those s f as who are nettthis kind of egalitarian find so
alien and so repulsive in those who are.
One immediate consequence, trsualHy neglected, is that those who
do not accept equality z6 a value are net necessarily, and by that
token, lovers of ineqrialiry; These dissidents may be, and very often
are, rejecting egalitarianism in part because it seems to them
perverse to attend above a4PI as they see it, not to first-order goods
B--.
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and the maximization thereof, but instead to second-order qeiestions about who has more or less of "Eese than another has, It is,
therefore, although understandauly tempting, wrong to label all
those who do not recognize equaiity as a value, or who oppose
policies premised thereon, inegalitarian$. Brian Walden thus lapsed
from his normal high standards of fairness and accuracy when he
recently described certain dedicated and strenuous opponents of
progressive Procrusteanism as "'Jacobins of inequality," One
might as well argue that anyone repudiating the classical utilitarian
thesis that the supreme good is the greatest happiness of the
greatest number must be, by that rejection, committed to
cherishing as the only alternative the n l a G r n u ~misery of the maximum number.
A second immediate and often overlooked consequence-a consequence far more important and for that reason frequently with
ma48cious intent suppressed or denled-is that Procrustean policies
for produci~lg(re?atixJejequalities zeither en(,ai! nor are entailed by
safety-net policies for maintaining or raising (absolute) minima. It
surely ought to he,
yet apparently is not, ~ b v i o u sthat a desire to
maintain some (relative or absolute) Eoor level below which no
citizen ever has to fall is neither the same as, nos otherwise
necessarily linked with, a desire to fix a ceiling serwed hard down
as near as may be to that floor. In fact, of course, as no one venturing t o hold or to express opinions on these topics has any business
n o t t o know, almost a11 of us who are opposed to Procrustean statemonopoly provision s f health, education, and welfare services are
just as firmly committed to safety-net policies, whether in the form
of comprehensive, Friedmanite negative income tax schemes, or
whether through various continuing state provisions from which
eventually and ideally almost everyone would in fact be able and
willing to contract out in favor of their own personally preferred
private arrangemenlts.
Even when all appropriate allowance has been made for the
severity of the temptation to intentional misrepresentation (which
must be suffered by persons increasingly aware of their own intellectual and moral bankruptcy) we have still to recognize also that
socialists and social-democrats do sometimes find it extremely hard
to get hold of these (to others) obvious distinctions. We may we?i,
for instance, dismiss as nhn"r&ig but a sanctimonious slanderer the
publicly prominent Procrustean who wrote ti? me in a private letter:
""I is arguable tha"rad housing, squalor, pollution, ignorance etc.
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are "ood9. But unless you are prepared to argue that case you must
be an egalitarian" (emphasis and punctuation in original).
But no similar interpretation is possible with the contributors to
the recent inquest volume Labour and Equality, who were, presumably, addressing primarily their fellow F a b i a n ~ . One
~ ' after another
complains of a betrayal by the last administration of its and their
egalitarian objectives, giving as grounds such irrelevant but sobering facts as that there was between I974 and 1977 an average 7 percent fall in British standards of living. Yet no one appears eager or
even willing to give due discredit for Procrustean achievement to a
sadistic and boorish chancellor who began his term by both increasing the higher rates sf income tax t o record levels and imposing
some fmther, albeit not all the previously threatened, confiscatory
taxes on capital. Certainly he did not add to these particular rates
and taxes in any of many later budgets. But, since the pound halved
in value during his five-year Perm, just keeping the rates and the
thresholds steady in money terms must have produced an equalizing effect increasing step by step with inflation, an effect further
supplemented in the years of same-sum rather than percentage inflationary pay increases.
The third main thing to notice about our third ideal of equality is
that. for almost all its most prominent enthusiasts, equality of outcome is not a personal ideal to be pursued by individual persuasion
and sometimes sacrificial example but a political or administrative
policy to be enforced by the full power of an ever growing state
machine. This is the reason why I refer to it as Procrustean-an intentionally offensive description that would be quite inept if applied to the self-imposed equalities of some such strictly voluntary
organization as an Israeli kibbutz, The same fact carries interesting
implications.
En the first place it provides, I believe, the main reason why the
Procrusteans Pike to describe their efforts as directed toward the
achievement of social justice. (That some explanation is required
must occur to anyone who has ever asked himself what other nonsocial sorts people have if in mind to dismiss in speaking so glibly,
and s o fashionably, not of justice "out of socio! justice; and who has
reflected that if all justice is, as it has been traditionally defined to
be, a matter of allowing to each his own several and often various
deserts and entitlements, then justice scarcely can be construed as
demanding the same for all and equal.)
The appeal of this description is that it provides an answer to the
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objector who asks by what right the Procrustean is laboring "L enforce his ideal upon other people-a challenge that loses none of its
force when, as is usually the case, thaflrocrustean is both rather
conspicuousHy underdeprived and equally consg~cuousIyreluctant
to start by imposing his own idea%first upon himself. The answer, if
once the description is permitted to pass, is direct and decisive.
Everyone must agree that it is the proper business of the public
power to enforce justice.
But, like everjrihing else possessing any kind af value or attraction, this move has a price. Its price i s the implication that anyone
either obtaining or holding more than the going national average
(or should it be, what is still at this time very slabslaneially less. the
going international average?) is either making or holding on to unjust accguisitions. Indeed he is, not to put too fine a point e n it,
either stealing or holding on to stolen property. Nor will it do to
meet this much too rarely pressed counter-objection with some expression of wiiliagness, when the next socialiskhancelior gets i n s
No. k 1 Downing Street, to pay his still more steeply progressive and
confiscatory
Those few promiaent Prscrusteans with
whom I happen to be acquainted are not (to do them jasticel) peopie who would in any ordinary and undisputed context either steal
or even temporarily hang on to seoien property. So I can only rneerpret their well-sustained refusal to accept the present challenge as a
tacit admission of the truth that social justice, construed as either a
strict or a modified equality of outcolne, is no more truly jiastice
than People" Democracy is truly democracy,
It remains finally lo say something about the implications for
liberty of this third, Procrustean ideal of equality. The conflict here
is irreconcilable and ail-pervasive.
The conflict arises directly whenever it is proposed that the state
should extort money by force in order to finance suitably uniform
and usually state-monopoly provision of services in health, edueatiom, welfare, or whatever else. Where my money is thus taken
f r o m me, I am thereby deprived of my freedom to allocate that
money as I would see fit; and wherever there is monops%y.I am
robbed of any chance to choose between rival suppliers. This simple point was well put recently by the sometime holder of an ultrasafe socialist parliamentary seat: "if the social wage bites into the
individual" s a g e . . .the individual wage earner will lose some of
t h e freedom whlcH3. he would otherwise have enjoyed. . . . A society
in which 50 percent of eke gross domestic product Is spent by the
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state may be healthier, better educated, or more equal than a society in which the state spends only 30 percent of GDP. But it will also
be less free, and it is humbug to deny the fact."29
The fundamental conflict arises more indirectly in another way.
If and insofar as anyone wants to impose and maintain any sharply
defined pattern of distribution (whether fiercely egalitarian or
whatever else), he has first to establish a socialist state, in which
there are no privately controlled holdings of capital and in which
wages, prices, and all other incomes and expenditures are centrally
determined. But all theory, and what is by now a very substantial
amount of drearily homogeneous experience, shows, first, that the
total political and economic centralism of a socialist order is in
practice incompatible with the maintenance of the basic liberties
definitionally essential to a free and democratic society and hence,
second, that economic pluralism is a contingently necessary (but
not, of course, a sufficient) condition of political pluralism.
It is, surely, no mere quirk of history that, among aii the now
very many (as near as makes no matter) fully socialist countries,
there is not one where opposition parties are allowed to organize
and to contest elections. In Poland, for instance, I have myself
heard all too experienced students of political geography ask,
"Where is there a socialist democracy?" They give themselves the
wry answer, "On the moon."
Certainly the Institute of Marxism-Leninism in Moscow is happy
to recognize that, in a favorite Soviet phrase, "it is indeed no accident." For in 1971, with their own high hopes for Chile and for
France most particularly in mind, they sketched a program for
achieving, through 'Wnited Front9' or ""Brsad Left" tactics, irreversible Communist domination: ""Having once acquired
political power, the working class implements the liquidation of the
private ownership of the means of production.. . .As a result,
under socialism, there remains no ground for the existence of any
opposition parties counter-balancing the Communist Party."
That very model of a modern social democrat, the author of that
well-nicknamed Epistle to the Costa Wicans, made a similar point
with equal emphasis: ""A mixed economy is essential. . . .complete
state collectivism is without question incompatible with liberty and
d e m o ~ r a c y . "Unfortunately,
~~
he gave no indication either there or
elsewhere of the point, if any, at which he himself would have lo
leave a party, and especially high ministerial office in a party, committed by its constitution to "the public ownership of all the means
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of production, distribution, and exchange," and a party in practice
insisting relentlessly on ever more and never less state ownership
and control of everything-except, of course, its own owners, the
labor unions. So it is to be ?resumed that Crosland was, for
whatever reasons, at one with

. . .the virtuous young lady of Kent
Who said that she knew what it meant
When men took her to dine
Gave her cocktails and wine;
She knew what it meant-but she went.
*I thank the Liberty Fund of Indianapolis for commissioning this paper for a conference on Liberty and Equality heid in Oxford in April 1980.
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